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PAR,T III
THE ELIMINATION

OF METAPHYSICS

AND

THE POSITIVISTIC THEORY OF
KNOWLEDGE
In the preceding sections I presented the first part of the
programme of the VienneseCircle, the establishmentof the
foundations of scienceby logical methods. Now I turn to
the elimination of metaphysics. By the logical analysis of
significant discourse, metaphysics will be shown to be
meaningless.
The principles on which this elimination depends are the
same as those used for the logical foundation of science,
namely (r) the senseof a proposition is the method of its verilication,i.e. the possiblefact on which its verification depends
(z) the senseof propositionscontaining definedsignsdepends
on the senseof propositions in which the signs occur by
means of which the aforementioned signs are defined, (3)
the truth of non-elementary propositions depends on the
truth-value of the elementary propositions from which they
are derived, (4) true elementary propositions exist, and
thcrefore the atomic facts which render them true exist.
'I'he determination that a given seriesof signs alleged to
oxpressa proposition is sigpificant dependson the reduction
of the group of signs to elementary propositions by
ttutological transformations,definitions, and other methods
of logical syntax.
If a propositional sign can be dealt with in this fashion
it is significant. Otherwiseit is not. It is easy to see,thereforc, how metaphysics is to be eliminated from significant
rliscourse. No way of determining the method of verifying
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metaphysical assertions can be given either by syntactical
rules or by an empirically possible test. This is the thesis
of Logical Positivism.
In this part we shall observe the attempted demonstration
of the thesis in the treatment of specific examples of
metaphysicalpropositions. I shall present one of Carnap's
examples and then one which I have selected by way of
contrast.
The principles which are used to demonstratethat metaphysics is nonsenselead to two rather catastrophic consequences
so far as Positivism is concerned. First thesevery
principlescontain " metaphysical" assertions,i.e. assertions
which cannot be verified by the methods of Positivistic
Iogic. Second the principles render much of sciencenonsensicalby implying a solipsism of language.
These difficulties lead to a first revision of the principles
to eliminate the metaphysical assumptions and to avoid the
solipsism. This is what I have called the Theory of Knowledge of Positivism. It is really Rudolf Carnap'ssystem of
the LogischerAufbau d,erWel,t. I shall present and criticize
this system in the third chapter of this part.
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In this chapter I shall follow the accounts of Carnap,
Schlick, Frank, and other members of the Circle, together
with the doctrines of Wittgenstein which I consideredin
prcvious chapters.
The first question that confronts us is : What is
rnctaphysics?
If metaphysical assertions are to be
climinated from significant discourseby means of logical
itnalysis, it is important to know the distinguishing
clraracteristicsof metaphysicalassertions. It is easy enough
to recognize what Positivists regard as a metaphysical
statement. For example, " one substance cannot be
produced by another substance,"1 " To be is to be
pcrceived," 2 " The ' I think' must be able to accompany
itll of my representations,"3 " Actuality is the unity become
immediate, of essencewith existence, or of inward with
outward," a are all metaphysical assertions. It is more
diliicult to determine what they have in common.
According to the Logical Positivists all assertions of
rnctaphysical character are non-empirical. In other words
rto empirical method of determining the truth of metaphysical assertions is given. This is, I believe, a true
cltaracterizationof metaphysics. Unfortunately it is also a
r:ltaracteristicof many of the doctrinesof Logical Positivism.
A metaphysical statement, then, is a non-empirical
ploposition with existential import. The Positivists hold
tlrat such statementsare pseudopropositions.The principal
r
2
3
{

Spinoza, 8., Elhica, Prop. vi, part i.
Berkeley, G., Pilnciples of Human Knouledge,
Kant, Immanuel, Kritih der reinen Vernunft.
Hegel, G. W. F., Encyclopaedie I Theil, 142.
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ground of this contention is that neither logical demonstration nor any method of experiment can reveal the facts
enunciated in such statements. Beyond the methods of
apodeictic reasoningand experimentation there is no third
method of ascertaining meaning and truth.
Metaphysicianswould hardly be inclined to question the
ascription of non-empirical character to their assertions.
The sourcesof the alleged metaphysical truths are, therefore, non-empirical criteria of meaning. It is impossibleto
enumerate all of these criteria here but some of the better
known may be mentioned.
Some metaphysical systems are constructed by a combination of intuitive and deductive methods. Such are the
great rationalistic systems of modern philosophy, those of
Descartes, Spinoza, and Leibniz. Certain concepts are
presented as luminously clear and distinct, therefore
absolutely simple, and hence as providing a point of
departure for the deduction of the general features of
reality.
Other systems are possible schematic structures into
which experiencemay be fitted. The claims made for such
theories are : (r) that they consistently account for all
varietiesof experience,(z) that, while the theory itself is not
a priori necessary, some theoretical presupposition of
experiencemust be posited, and (3) the theory in questionis
probably true.
Still other methods of metaphysical construction could
be listed here, but these are sufficient to bring out my
contention. Whatever method is used, metaphysics is
unquestionably a body of assertionswhich do not admit
of empirical verification. The meanings of such assertions
are, therefore, not determined by a method of verification
which is empirical or experimental in character.
In a system of metaphysicalassertionswhich are deduced
from a set of axioms, two characteristicsmay be noted.
In the first place the axioms must not be postulated
arbitrarily or simply believed. They must rather be
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cvidently certain truths. The truth of a metaphysical
axiom must, that is, be seenfrom the mere examination of
the axiom. The definitions must contain no conceptssave
thosewhosemeaningsare clear wheneverthey are presented.
In the second place truths deduced from such axioms
coincidewith necessitiesof logic,and falsehoodbecomesselfcontradiction. Whatever is called " possible" or " contingent " must accordingly be the result of doubt or the
privation of ignorance. This is the characterof mathematical
systems,the axioms of which are consideredto be a priori
ccrtain. A fortiori it is the character of deductive metaphysical systems. This showsthat empirical or experimental
determinationsof truth and meaningare excludedfrom such
systemsas certainly as they are from mathematical systems.
In a system of metaphysical assertions which are not
tleduced but constructed in some other way, it is equally
cvident that an empirical test of meaning and truth is out
of the question. Two possibilitiesarise : (r) the assertions
rnadeby a philosopherare determinedempirically in respect
oI truth and meaning. In this casethe assertionsare simply
true or false and coincide with branches of the natural
sciences,(z) the assertionsare not empirically determined
as to truth and meaning, but are, nevertheless,existential
in import. In this case a method of verification, i'e. a
criterion of significance,is used which is not empirical. No
metaphysicalassertion,therefore, is empirically determined
in respect of meaning and truth.
It is the non-empirical character of metaphysics which is
the principal target for the attacks of Logical Positivism.
Significant assertions are limited to the empirically
vcrifiable ; metaphysics is non-empirical and, therefore,
n0nsense.
'l'he anti-metaphysical part of the Positivist programme
t:onsists of two steps : first the demonstration that all
plopositions are reducible to the elementary propositions which are immediately verifiable in experience;
st:condthe demonstration that errors in logical syntax are
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responsiblefor metaphysics. Although I have given the
essentialsof the first step in the first chapter, I shall repeat
them in a slightly different form to recall the principal ideas
which are essential for the present purpose.
According to Carnap 1 and other Positivists, logical
analysis of meanings, while it consists in relating propositions to the empirical world, is not an empirical activity and
its accomplishment does not require the presenceof any
empirical data. Logical analysis of meaning is conducted
within the sphereof languageand consistsof (r) the reduction
of complex meaningsto simple onesby meansof definitions,
tautological transformations, equations, and other rules
for manipulating symbols, (z) the presentationof the forms
of propositions in order to reveal the essential, internal
properties of the symbols in so far as the rules of.symbolism
have not already made this clear, and (3) demonstrative
elucidations.
The principle on which this procedure depends is : The
meaning of a proposition is the method of its verification.
It is important that this principle should not be misunderstood. It is not to be interpreted as signifying that the
meaning of a proposition is its verification. This would lead
to two absurdities: (r) a proposition could not have sense
unless it was verified, (z) false propositions would have no
sense. On the other hand, it is clear that if a proposition
can be verified at all it must have senseprior to its actual
verification. The phrase " method of verification " must be
taken to mean " what would be the caseif the proposition
was true ". As Schlick has expressedit, the meaning of a
proposition is the possibility of the state of afiairs which it
represents.2
A slight digressionwill suffrceto explain what possibility
means in Wittgenstein's theory. The " possible" as a
modal predicate is, of course, excluded from the theory at
r
der
2
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Carnap, R., " Uberwindung der Metaphysik durch Iogische Analyse
Sprache," Erhenntnis, Bd..-ii..
Schlick, l\[., " Meaning and Verification."
Forthcoming
article in
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the outset. " Certainty, possibility, or impossibility of a
state of affairs are not expressed by a proposition but by
the fact that an expression is a tautology, a significant
proposition, or a contradiction." 1 Possibility can best be
understoodin this way : Given a set of facts which have some
common constituents and some common components,it is
seenthat a certain constituent, Szy " d ", occurs in several
rlifTerentfacts, Fr, Fr, F".. . . It is clear, then, that a fact
of the samestructureas any one of the set, Fr, Fr, F". . .,
:rnd c<ntaining " & " is a possible fact. " Possibility " is
tlrus a term indicating that a fact is imaginable or constructible becauseit has the form and constituency of facts
which have occurred. For example,it is known that a specific
lrrrc/, has occurredas the colour of severaldifferent objects,
tnd that a given object is a colouredobject. Then, although
,[a may never have occurred, the fact is imaginable, i.e.
constructible,becauseall the constituentsand the component
of such a fact are known to have existed. The " possible"
_ fact is the subject-matterof a proposition perhapsnot known
Io be true but known to contain names of objects arranged
irr a way which has been realized in true propositions.
When the sense of a proposition is described as the
possibility of the state of affairs which it represents,what is
rrrr:antis that the kind of fact representedby the proposilion has existed. A proposition may, therefore, also be
tlcscribed as the construction of a possible fact for the
l)llrposeof experiment.z
It is not necessary,of course,to have an " image " of the
;rlk'gedfact which is assertedby a proposition in order to
rrnclcrstandthe sense of the proposition.s It is simply
noccssaryto know the method by which the proposition
would be verified; possessionof a mental image of the
:rllcgcd fact is only one of several ways of knowing the
rrrt:thod. Another way would be to know the logical form
| lvittgenstein, op. cit., supra, 5.525.
t Wittgenstein, 4.031.
:r So it is said, at least. But it would seem necessaryto the underrrl:rrrrlingof the elementary proposition to be able to imagine its referent,
.rrrrl,rrithout an image, it is difficult to seehow this could be the case.
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of the proposition, and this is given in the definition of the
terms of the language in which the proposition occurs. It
is clear, then, what is meant by the statement that the sense
of the proposition is the method of its verification.
For the sake of convenienceI shall adopt Wittgenstein's
terminology and speak (r) of the meaningof namesand other
ingredients of symbols, whereas when propositions are in
question I shall speak generally of their sense. It is then
possibleto give an exhaustive list of all kinds of symbols,
signs,etc., in order to explain the logical syntax of language
as Wittgenstein conceivesit. The logical language of the
Pr'inc'ipia Mathematicais the model from which Wittgenstein
derives his own system of language.
The categories of Wittgenstein's symbolism are as
follows :(I) Undefined primitive signs.
(a) Names of objects. (An object is any ingredient of
afact; a name is the designationof an object.)
(b) Functions of the names. (These represent the
manner in which names are composed and thus the
structure of the fact.)
(c) The logical constants or operations. (Only one is
required since all logical constants are definable in terms
of this one, namely the stroke " f ", interpreted either as
mutual rejection [neither . . . nor . . .] or as incompatibility
[. . . i. incompatible with . . .].)
(d) The elementaryproposition. (This is a combination
of names in some quite definite way, the way being
indicated by the functional sign.)
(e) Forms of elementarypropositionsand generalforms
of functions and operations.
(II) Defined signs.
(a) Any truth-functions involving the primitive truthfunctions," / ".
e.s. P implies Q : d,f. P/P/Q
not-(P and not-Q).
P implies Q :df
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(b) Any truth-function of a specificform of propositions.
aRx.xSc
e.g. aRlSc:df
Relative product of two relations : logical
product of aRx-xSc.
(c) Any truth-function limiting the scopeof an apparent
variable.

@ ) S*: df. $o.$b.6'.6d.6'

(gx)$x : df. $av$bv$cv$d.v$e
(d) Specific instancesof the application of operational
schemata or forms.
e.g.Q'' Q'x : d'f.Qu + r'*
.l/ 'N, 'P : d,f.Nv + L 'P.
This list (perhaps not entirely complete) may be
summarized as follows : Language consists (r) of names,
the use of each of which is predetermined by those
clcmentary propositions in which a given name occurs :
(z) of the elementary propositions thus formed ; (S) of
trrrth-functions of the elementary propositions all of which
lrc defined in terms of a single primitive function, the
stroke ; (+) of definitions of truth-functions; (5) of real
virriableswhich exhibit (a) the structure of facts or (b) the
stmcture of sign-complexes; (6) of nominal definitions of
sign-complexes.
'l'he meaningof the namesis determinedby the senseof the
propositionsin which the names occur. The senseof any
lr rri'h-function of a group of elementary propositions is
rlt:tcrminedby the senseof the elementarypropositions and
lry the way they are combinedin the truth-function. Hence
llrr: senseof any complex proposition presupposesthe sense
;rrrd tmth of the elementary proposition, whereas the
st,nseof elementary propositions presupposesonly the way
irr which the objects are possibly or actually combined with
orrr:another. All defined signs signify in and through the
::igns by which they are defined. Ultimately these signs
o('otlr as parts of the elementary proposition or as forms of
llrc clementary propositions. Everything in symbolism
lirr:rlly depends, therefore, on the elementary propositions
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and these depend on the empirical structure of the world.
It is consequentlyimpossibleto say anything which is not
finally connected with some possible or actual empirical
fact or other.
The elimination of metaphysics by means of logical
analysis simply consistsof showing that, within a correctly
constructed language, metaphysical (i.e. non-empirical)
terms occur only in such sentencesas cannot be reduced to
the elementary propositions. The application of the rules
of the language (nominal definitions and demonstrative
symbols 1) would always show that some error in the construction of symbols had occurred whenever metaphysical
sentencesor terms were found in the language. These
sentences or terms would be, therefore, without any
significance.
Thus the Viennese Positivists divide sentencesinto two
mutually exclusive groups, namely significant sentencesor
propositions and non-significant sentences or pseudopropositions. Significant sentences or propositions are
capable of verification. This is a tautology, since, by
definition, a capacity for verification constitutes the
significanceof the propositions. Non-significant sentences
are not capable of verification. In this latter case the
incapacity of verifi.cation is not merely a practical
When it is said that a proposition is
impossibility.
theoretically unverifiable, this means that no method of
verification can be given in the nature of the case. It may
be that a given proposition is significant even though there is
no method at present by which it may be verified. The lack
of meansof verification in this caseis not a theoretical lack
but a practical one. We do not, for example, possessthe
instruments necessaryto verify statementsabout the other
side of the moon or about the interior of the stars. This
inability is simply the lack of technicalfacilities. Verification
is, therefore,out of the question becauseof the lack of these
r What

Schlick,

op. cit., calls " deictic

definitions ".
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tcr:hnicaldevices. Nevertheless,we can formulate the rules
lry means of which such a proposition as " There is a
rriorrntainon the dark side of the moon " would be verified'
ll is altogetherotherwisein the caseof theoretical incapacity
o[ vcrification. It is impossible to formulate the rules by
ln('irnsof which verification would proceedin this case' For

rrsscrtions.
'l'he cartesian resolution of doubt is a capital illustration

" I think, therefore, I exist " was composed entirely of

'l'lris refutes the hypothesis that the cogito exPressesa
hypothesis that the
l,rirnitive fact of intuition. On the
cogito is an inference(which Descartesand Spinozaexpressly
rlt'rry)it would have the form :"'I think " implies " something thinking exists "' But
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the antecedent must be changed to " something thinks "
from the considerationjust mentioned. We have, then :" Something thinks " implies " something thinking
exists". This, in logicals5rmbolism,
is $w.>.(g*)Ox, which
is a tautology. Tautologies assert no facts because,as has
been shown above (Chapter II), they are entirely concerned
with symbols. In this case$u is one way of saying (g*)6x.
Nothing has been demonstrated about the world. On this
hypothesis, the cogito is a deduction but it presentsnothing
new, and, moreover, does not demonstrate what Descartes
attempted, i.e. that a simple, identical, substantial, and
spiritual entity exists.
The important thing to notice about this treatment of the
cogito is the elimination of the first personfrom the proposition. The means of determining the sense of " I think "
cannot be given, so that, in this form, the proposition is
meaningless,whereasif it is changedto " somethingthinks ",
the deduction " a thinking thing exists " is evidently
no new information. Consequently nothing metaphysical
could be intuited or inferred from the proposition.
I believe that the method of logical analysis as it is
applied to eliminating the pseudoassertionsof metaphysics
may best be shown in some more detailed cases. Carnap
has given a good illustration of the analysisof somepseudopropositions. I shall add to this an analysis of faulty
deductive procedure in metaphysics.
According to Carnap (in agreement with Wittgenstein,
Schlick, and others), the logical syntax of a languagefixes
the meaning of every word and the senseof every proposition in the language. Errors of interpretation of meaning
and sensecan, therefore,be traced to two principal sources:
(r) words are used in propositions which have no
determinate meaning.
(z) a word which possesses
a meaning in the context of
certain propositions is used in the context of other
propositionsin which it has no meaning.
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"'Twas brillig and the slithy toves," etc., is an example
of the first sort of error. (I have not forgotten that Carroll
srrpposedthat we could make words mean whatever we
wished. The Positivist deniesjust this thing.) " Adjectives
love analysis," " C&saris a prime number," and " Substance
is cssenceincluding its own existence," are all examplesof
the secondspeciesof error.
'.[o show how metaphysical nonsensearises and also how
it can be corrected, Carnap selects some passagesfrom
llcidegger's " Was ist Metaphysik ? " The most important
of these passagesis the following : " Only the existing is
Io be studied, and otherwise-nothing; the existing alone
tnd further-nothing ; the existing uniquely and beyond
tlris-nothing. What about this nothing ? Is there nothing
rrrrly becausethere is not, i.e. negation? Or is it just the
oonverse? Do negation and not exist only becausenothing
cxists ? We assert that nothing is more primitive than not
lnd negation. Where do we seek for nothing ? How do we
lind it ? We know it. Carerevealsnothing. Why and where- frrre we experiencecare is 'essentially ' nothing. In fact,
rutthing itself-as such-was there. What is the condition
of ttothing ? The nothing itself nothings." (This is not a
txrmplete connected passagebut is selected from several
rlillerent sectionsof Heidegger'sessay.)
Carnap then proceedsto analyse this passagein order to
slrow that it consists almost wholly of senselessseries of
words, that is sentenceswith which no senseis combined
lrnd which, as a consequence,are pseudopropositions.The
pscudopropositionsarise because of the violation of the
rrrlesof logical syntax. The errors in syntax are, in general,
of one or both of the kinds mentioned above, viz. the use of
words which have no determinate meaning of any kind, or
llrc use of words in a context to which they are wholly
rrnsuited, even though the words have meanings in some
contextS.

" In order," writes Carnap, " to show that the possibility
of constructing pseudopropositionsrests on a logical mis-
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understanding of language, let us set up the following
schema:I. SrcNrFrcANT
PRoposrrroNs
OF ORDINARY LANGUAGE
What is outside ?
outside (?)
Rain is outside
outside (rain).
B. What about this rain ?
(i.e., what is the rain
doing, or what more
can be said about the
rain ?)
t (rarn,
(1) We perceive the rain.
A.

paceive
(rain).

(2) The raio. rains.

(rain)'
rains

II.

GENEsrsoF NoxsENsr

'6?X,,:J:}'i:*::'^;i
A. What is outside ?
outside (?)
Nothing is outside
outside (nothing).
B. What about tbisnothing?
? (nothing)

III.

LocrclEy
Connscr
LANGUAGE

A.

There is not something
which is outside.
is outside.
-(gr).2

B.

None of th& form en
be coDstructed.

(1) We seek tbe nothing.

fl?ill?:.
,y,tl#,il"
psceive (notbing).
(2) Tbe

-nothin€

,r')d8"yi3T

*"

nolhings.

i".,.ilT*};,y

exists( notbing) ...

" The propositions in I are grammatically as well as
logically free from objection, hence, significant. The
propositions in II (exceptionn (3)) stand grammatically in
complete analogy to those in L The propositional forms,
IIa (a question and answer),do not satisfy the requirements
placed upon a logically correct language but they are,
nevertheless,significant, since they can be translated into
correct language; this is shown by the fact that IIIa
has the same senseas IIA. The unsuitable character of the
propositional form IIe is shown by the fact that we can be
led from it to the senselesspropositional form IIe by
grammatically unobjectionableoperations.. . . The formation
of the proposition (in IIn) simply rests on the error that the
word 'nothing' is employed as the name of an object since
one is bound to employ it in this form in order to formulate
a negative existence-propositionin ordinary language. In
a correct language,on the other hand, a certain logical form
of the proposition (IIIa) serves the same purpose without
introducing an especialname.l In proposition IIB (z) something new is introduced, namely the formation of the
meaninglessword 'to nothing' ; hence the proposition
is senseless
on two counts. We have shown above that the
r i.e. negation of existence is expressed by the prefix
-(S,x)
than by the substantive " nothing ".

. .

rather

IB7

rneaningless
words of metaphysicsusually arise in this way,
lhat a meaning is assigned to a significant word by its
mctaphorical employment in metaphysics. Here, on the
<:ontrary,we have one of the infrequent instancesof a new
word being introduced which has no meaning to begin with.
I'roposition IIn (3) is likewise to be rejected on two counts.
I t agreeswith the foregoingpropositionsin the error of using
lhe word 'nothing' as the name of an object. Moreover,it
<:ontainsa contradiction. Even if it were permissible to
introduce'nothing' as the nameor descriptionof an object,
the existenceof this object would be denied by its definition
but would be assertedagain in proposition B. This proposition, if it were not already senseless,
would be contradictory
and thus meaningless.l
" In view of these logical howlers, which we find in the
proposition IIn, we might entertain the suspicion that
perhapsthe word 'nothing' has a meaningin the treatise
cited completely difierent from otherusages. This suspicion
, is further strengthenedif we read further that care (Angst)
rcveals the nothing; that, in care, nothing itself is present.
Indeed,here it seemsthat the word ' nothing ' is to designate
lu certain intuitive conception, perhaps of a religious sort,
or something which lies at the foundation of such an
intuition. If that were the case then the logical errors
rnentionedin regard to the proposition IIe would not occur.
Ilowever, the beginning of the passagequoted shows that
this interpretation is out of the question. From the comparison of ' only' and 'and nothing further' it follows
rlc{initely that the word 'nothing' has here the usual
significance of a logical particle, which serves for the
cxpression of a negated existence-proposition. Then this
introduction of the word ' nothing' is followed directly by
r Carnap would now distinguish
between " unsinrig " and " widersinnig ". A contradiction is not " unsinnig " but rather " widersinnig ".
lror this see llusserl, E., Logische Untersuchungen, 2. Bd., p. 326, and
Tractatus, 4.461, " Tautology and contradiction
:Llso Wittgenstein,
are
without sense (sinnlos)," 4.4611 " Tautology and contradiction
are not,
Irowever, senseless (unsinnig);
they are a part of the symbolism just
;rs " 0 " is a part of the symbolism of arithmetic."

IBB
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the principal question of the treatise 'what about this
nothing ? '
Hence we find a good corroboration of our
thesis." I
Carnap suggeststhat the other metaphysical usagesof
the word " nothing " such as, e.g., Hegel's assertion that
" Pure being and pure nothing are the same", can be treated
with the same kind of analysis and likewise shown to be
nonsense,
The principal points of interest in Carnap's analysis reveal
the way in which pseudo-propositions,qua propositions,
arise in discourse. Most metaphysics involves the use of
another kind of error not explicitly treated by Carnapin the
article from which I have just quoted. This is the faulty
deductive procedure characteristic of most rationalism
and idealism. I think it not out of place to present
some application of positivistic analysis to this type of
error.
As everyone knows, the fundamental presupposition of
rationalism is the doctrine that ratiocination is somehow
capable of discovering the truth about the world. The
qualification that every specifictruth may not be discovered
is, as has been frequently pointed out, not to be regarded
as an essentiallimitation of the rationalistic method. This
limitation depends,it is said, on the temporal limitation of
human understanding, rather than on the power of the
rationalistic method itself. It is supposedto be sufficient if
the general features of reality are adumbrated. I shall not
question this point.
The principal difference between rationalistic and
empiristic theories in respect of meaning and truth are, as
I have noted above,the following :(r) For rationalism (especially deductive rationatism),
the criterion of the meaning of a concept is to be found in
the concept itself or in some other concept which contains
the meaning of the concept in question.
^^1 9?T.p,
229-232.

" Uberwindung der Metaphysik," Erhenntzis, Bd. ii, pp.
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Iior empiricism (here I restrict myself to Positivistic
rurnpiricism)the meaning of a conceptis to be found in other
<xrnceptswhich determine its meaning and, finally, in the
rcfcrence of the concepts to the data (i.e. something not
conceptual at all).
(z) For rationalism, the truth of an assertion is either
cvident from the nature of the assertionor is deduciblefrom
other assertions.
Ir-orempiricism the truth of an assertion dependseither
on the truth of other assertionsor on the correspondence
of tlie senseof the assertionwith the data which lie beyond
discoursealtogether.
Truth, in rationalistic systems, thus becomesidentified
with evident or deductive necessity, and falsehood with
cvident or deductive impossibility. In empiristic systems
the truth of assertions cannot be determined by an
examination of the assertionsas such ; truth can only be
cstablished, in the final analysis, by a comparison of an
iLssertionwith its alleged datum. These observationsmake
it abundantly clear that rationalism insists on our capacity
to deduce or intuit the truth about the world.
One further observationis necessarybefore I proceedto
analysethe method of rationalism. The speciesof deductive method employed by rationalistic philosophersdiffers
radically from that employed by empiristic philosophers.
Ilmpiricism requires the extensional logic, whereas
rationalism requires a logic of intension. The essential
difference between these two logical systems consists of
the relation in which concepts stand to one another. The
rclation of the subject and predicate of assertionsin the two
logical systems reveals the difierence as well as any other
crample. Let S stand for the subject of an assertion,P for
the predicate,c for inclusion. Then, ScP in extension,
whereas PcS in intension. The syllogism in Barbara is
likewise differently interpreted in the two logics. Thus
" AcB and BcC implies AcC " in extension,whereas
" BcA andCcBimpliesC cA" inintension.Thedifference
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in syllogistic meaning is even more marked when a negative
premise is introduced. Thus, in intension, " ,4 includes B
and B does not include C does not imply ,,4 excludes C,"
whereas,in extension, " A is included in B and B is not
included in C implies ,4 is not included in C."
This difference shows how it is possible, granting the
validity of intensional inference and the legitimacy of the
claim that certain simple concepts ostensibly contain a
whole group of other concepts,to deducethe generalfeatures
of reality from a concept suffrcientlyrich in comprehension.
It also shows how such a concept may be derived by the
converseprocedure,namely the derivation of the " fullest "
concept from relatively empty ones by demonstrating their
dependenceon other conceptsand the latter on others until
the ultimate and independent concept is attained.
This method was pursued by, for example, Spinoza,
who derived reality from the concept of substance. I do
not mean to give the impressionthat Spinozadid not employ
many axioms and definitions ostensibly different from the
concept of substance. The point is that some of the
definitions are redundant, while others are contained in
the concept of substance. Other definitions are simply the
correlatives of the essentialproperties of substance. Thus
" causeof itself " and " substance" are redundant, " free "
is a part of " substance", " finite in its kind " is a correlative
of " infinity ". It is true also that " postulates" are introduced at several points. But these postulates are entailed
by the general nature of reality, i.e. they follow from the
concept of substance implicitly or ostensibly. Similar,
though not identical, methods are used by idealistic
philosophers. In Spinoza'scase it is easy to establish the
effoneouscharacter of such a deduction. Complex concepts
entail all the simpler concepts composing them. From a
simple concept, however, more complex concepts cannot
be derived by deductive procedure (nor, in fact, by any
procedure). Now the concept of substanceis either simple
or complex. If it is absolutelysimple,nothing can be deduced
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from it, whereasif it is complex only those conceptscan be
deduced from it which are contained in it as constituents.
In the former case the derivation of any feature of reality
is impossible; in the latter the concept of substance is
<:omposedof a group of concepts which determine its
rncaning. Whatever is deducedin this caseis already contirined in the concept ex hypothesiand nothing is revealed
that was not already known. The intensionallogical method
ts an attempt to avoid this result. Accordingly it is supposed
that conceptsmay enter into other conceptsin another way
than by composition. It is then possibleto maintain (r) that
:r conceptis simple and (z) that it contains other concepts.
'l'his is, it must be admitted, diffrcult to maintain, except
in a very restricted classof caseswhich are irrelevant to the
llrcsent issue,e.g. " r is red entails x is coloured".
If it is maintained, another difficultv is encounteredfrom
wltich there is no escape. If the conceptis simple it will not
bc possibleto ascertainwhat conceptsare derivable from it.
'l'his diffrculty is not overcome
simply by the doctrine that
otrc conceptcan contain other conceptsin another way than
by composition. Not only is the latter doctrine wholly
ttncxplainedbut also, even if accepted,the doctrine cannot
tcll us what we can derive from the simple concept. Thus
tlrc intensional logic presents two dogmas without any
srrpporting evidence: (r) that a concept can contain other
r:onceptswithout being a composition of them, and (z) that
tlccluctionscan be made from the simplest concept.
1'he only way out of these diffrcultiesis to admit that the
wliole rationalistic procedure is a mistake. Whenever
rlcductions are made from propositions, the deduced
propositionis wholly or partialiy identical with the original.
ln cither case nothing has been proved about the world.
l[ P=P then the samething is merely repeated. If P=Q
(rrcccssary,
i.e. tautological,implication is meant), then P
rrrrrstbe compositeand p must be one of its parts. Here less
rs :iuid in Q than was said in P. Again, nothing is proved.
I f this is true then the intensional method is basedon the
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erroneoussupposition that a concept or an assertion can
contain other conceptsor assertionsin someother way than
by being complexesof the latter. With the elimination of
this error, the entire structure of rationalism falls. The
statement of Hume-that the sort of rationalistic argument
which hasbeenconsideredis " nothing but a mere imperfect
The
settles the whole matter.
definition "-definitely
are
i.e.
intensional
logic,
logic,
deductions of rationalistic
the
long
as
deductions from implicit definitions. As
rationalist refusesto define his original terms, he is subject
to the criticism which Positivists bring against metaphysics,
namely that the meaning of its conceptsand the senseof its
assertionscannot be made determinate. If, however, the
terms in question are defined, the deductions from them are
purely tautological transformations of the definitions and
thus establish nothing.
Similar considerations obtain for the method of
rationalism. It depends,as I have said, on two unjustified
theses: (r) That intuition is a form of knowledge through
which simple conceptsmay be known and (z) that a mode of
reasoningis possiblewhich is distinct from the extensional
method of logic'
*<

*

*

Theseillustrations sufficeto show the method of positivists
in eliminating metaphysics. All metaphysicalproblemsmay
be treated in this way. The analysis of causation, of the
allegedfreedom of the will, of the concept of existence,and
so on, can be accomplishedby similar applicationsof logic.l
The point at issue between Positivist and metaphysician
is now clear and can be stated without referenceto any
particular problem. Is there any method of explaining the
world of scienceand everyday experienceother than the
reduction of propositions (which allegedly provide such an
r See Frank, P., Das Kausalgesetz und seine Grenzen, Wien, 1932, for
an analysis of causation ; Schlick, M., Fragen der Ethih, Wien, 1930,
pp. 105j111, for an analysis of the concept oI free-will ; Ptincipia Mathe'
'matica,
vol. i, 74, for an analysis of the concept of existence.
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cxplanation) to the elementary propositions whose senseis
completely determined by the real or possible empirical
facts with which they are concerned? The metaphysician
answersaffirmatively and claims a special method whereby
tlte meaning of non-empirical concepts and the truth of
rton-empirical propositions is revealed to him.
The
l'ositivist claims that syntactical analysis makes it logically
irnpossiblethat such a method exist. The grounds for the
rrctaphysician's claim have been, generally speaking,
intuition, deduction from intuitively certain propositions,
:Lnd similar non-empirical sources of knowledge. The
l'ositivistic grounds for rejecting the validity of this claim
lravebeenthe establishmentof a logical languageultimately
bascdon the elementarypropositions,in which metaphysical
speculationis logically impossible. In this language metaphysical sentencescan be given no sense. The rejection of
rnctaphysicsis, I believe, fundamentally sound. It is in
place, however, to ask whether the Positivistic principles
ou which it is based are wholly sound in themselves. Does
tlrc Positivistic analysis contain any metaphysics? If not,
tlocs it contain anything equally objectionable?
In the first place it seems best to put aside a petty
objection to the Positivistic treatment of language. While it
is true that no language has been constructed which is
logically perfect (complete, demonstrably consistent, etc.),
it is an admissiblefiction to assumethe existenceof such a
l;rnguageif the generalrules for its construction are known.
Mrlrcover, ordinary language is of such a character that
r igorous logical analysis cannot be carried on within its
liruits. One of the many reasonsfor this is the following :
lrr a logically perfect languagethe senseof every proposition
rs rlctermined by the elementary propositions to which it is
rcrlrrcible. The rules for such reduction are explicitly given
irr tf re proposition. For example, the senseof " q. is northwcst of 6 (in a flat map) " is determinedby its translation or
rt'rlrrctioninto " a is north of.x and r is west of.b". In a
l:rrrgrragein which the rules determining the sense of
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propositions are not explicit, the following situation might
arise 1 :Assumethat there are two languages,S and S', such that
every proposition of S correspondsto a proposition of S'
(with the samesenseas the proposition of S) ; the converse
does not obtain. It would then be possible (r) that a
proposition P of S would be translatable into a proposition
P' of S', (z) that P' of S' could be transformed into some
given P', of S', (3) that, however,no translation could occur
betweenP of S and P', of S' or between any proposition
of S and P'r. Thus:(r) P is identical in sensewith P' and a rule to show
this exists.
(z) P'is identical in sensewith P', and a rule to show
this exists.
(S) By syllogism, if P : P'.P' - P'r. we should have
P : P'r,
but since there is no rule by which P or any other expression
of S is translatable into P'r, P : P'r cannot be asserted.
Hence S is an incomplete language because there are
propositions in S' equivalent to propositions of S which
cannot be expressedin S. Another way of saying the same
thing is that someof the rules for the determination of sense
are implicit or latent in S. As long as this is the case,Iogical
analysis cannot be successfullycarried out in respect of S'
The language of everyday life and even the language of
Principia Mathematicaare incomplete in this sense. It is,
therefore, an admissiblefiction to supposethat a language
exists in which every senseis determined by explicit rules.
Consequentlyit is a petty and ineffective criticism to urge
that ordinary languagedoesnot have the structure required
to eliminate metaphysics. The possibility of such a perfect
languagehas been,in essentials,shown to be genuinebecause
we can state the conditions which such a language would
have to fulfil.
r This example is from Ajdukiewicz K', " Sprache und Sinn," Erhenntnts,
Bd. 4, Heft 2, p. 120.
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'lhere are, nevertheless,two seriousobjections which may
be raised against the theory of language through which
rnetaphysicsis allegedly shown to be nonsense. First, the
criterion of sense depends on an assumption for which
there is neither logical nor empirical justification. Second,
the theory of language which depends on the criterion of
sense cannot be expressed. Thus there is the paradox
of a theory of logical syntax which cannot be formulated.
In the first chapter I showed that the doctrine of logical
atomism could not be proved by Wittgenstein's argument
about the infinite regressof meaning. It is impossible to
clcmonstratethe existenceof ultimate simples by means of
thc assumptionsabout language (in particular, about the
senseof propositions); conversely,the assumptionof logical
atoms cannot prove that languageis absolutelyunambiguous
in Wittgenstein's sense. The univocality of sensedepends
on the simple nature of objects, yet the simple nature of
objectsis not a suffrcientreasonfor the existenceof univocal
propositions. Nothing can be satisfactorily demonstrated
either way from the logical point of view.
If the existence of elementary propositions, that is
propositionsthe senseof which is univocally and immediately
determined by the atomic facts, cannot be demonstrated,
the doctrine that the meaning of all concepts is grounded
in the empirical world remains unproved, assuming that
crnpiricism involves atomism as some Logical Positivists
cvidently assume. The elimination of metaphysics,however,
<lcpendson this unproved dogma. Metaphysics,therefore,
cannot be eliminated from significant discourse by this
rrrcthod.
It must not be thought that this result savesmetaphysics,
for there are other methods of eliminating it. All that my
rrrgumentproves is that Positivism cannot wholly eliminate
rnctaphysicsby its own methods. If another meaning is
given to the statement " The sense of a proposition is
rlctermined by the method of its verification ", it is still
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possible to show that metaphysical assertions cannot be
establishedor refuted by any experiment.
The secondobjection results from Wittgenstein's doctrine
that the structure of the facts is shown or mirrored in t]ne
propositions but is not expressible Dy propositions. The
pictorial relation which obtains betweenthe proposition and
its objective, being a presupposition of the possibility of
representation,cannot, in its turn, be represented.Now the
most important branch of logical syntax should treat of the
structure of the elementary propositions becauseit is upon
them that the entire significanceof languagedepends. (This
obtains without prejudice from the preceding objection,
inasmuch as eaerylanguage,including relativistic ones,will
have elementary propositions.) If Wittgenstein's limitation
of language to the expressibleis valid, the logical syntax
of the elementarypropositionscannot be expressedbut must
be shown. But a logical syntax which cannot be expressed
is a contradiction in terms. It is a misnomer to call the
" deictic " definitions and operational rules of elernentary
propositionsby the name " logical syntax ". All statements
abowt the entire structure of language must therefore be
regarded as nonsense.
This final result may be illustrated in some examples.
A proposition about the syntactical relations obtaining
within a given language might have the following form :
" Pr" :df. "'Pr'means what is meant by 'P"'".
It
is easy to show that the criterion of the truth of P, cannot
be given without circularity. In order to know whether
P, is true it is necessaryto understand the meaning of P,
and P, (assuming, of course, that P, is not a nominal
equivalent of Pr), whereas in order to understand the
meaning of P, and P, it is necessaryto know that P, is
true.l The syntactical assertionP, has no significancesince
'Wissen1 This derives from
Juhos, B., " Kritische Bermerkungen zur
sc_baft_stheorie der Physikalismts,"
Erhenntnis, Bd.. 4, HeIt 6, p. 401.
The circle which he presents is not identical with what I have given here,
altholgh
th-e same principle is involved.
Juhos gives the following :
Let Pr:
a7. I understands P, = I behaves in such and such a way.
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the method of its verification cannot be given. The identity
of meaning of two expressionscannot be assertedbut must
bc shown, i.e. that two expressionssignify in the same way
rnust be seenin the inspection of the expressions.r
Again, let it be assumed that an elucidation (deictic
rlcfinition) could actually explain the meaning of a name
occurring in an elementary proposition. For example, take
" aRb " and supposethe elucidation has the form : " The
' a ' ir^' aRb ' means. . ." In order to explain the meaningof
the primitive sign " &" , the elucidationmust includemention
of " q.". It is not possibleto understand the meaningof a
proposition unless the meaning of each part is understood.
Sincethe elucidation in question contains " A " , it can only
lre understoodwhen the meaning of " a " is known. Wherefore it is superfluousand circular, and thus, on both counts,
rrrcaningless.
Another exampleof the attempt to formulate a syntactical
lrrinciple makes it clear again that the syntax of
Wittgenstein's language is not formulable. The syntax of
lr, language would classify words in groups such as
t<ljectives(: functions),nouns (: names),etc. Adjectives
would also be grouped as colour-words, sound-words, etc.
'l'here would therefore be a syntactical proposition of the
form : " ' Red' is a colour-word ". In order to verify this
ploposition one of two methods would have to be employed :
(r) it would be necessaryto know all the propositions in
wlrich " red " was used and also to know that " blue "
t:rlrrldreplace " red " in these propositions without making
nonsense; or (z) it would be necessary to see from an
irrspcctionof severalpropositionsinvolving " red ", " blue ",
r,tc., that they possesseda particular kind of structure.
Now (r), besidesbeing factually an impossibletask, would
l)r'csupposethat the common structure could somehow be
Now P, is not equivalent with Pr. Therefore one must, on the one hand,
krrow that P, is true in order to understand Pr, whereas, on the other
Ir;rrrrl, one must have already understood P, in order to determine the
trrrl l r of P r. Thi s i s an obv i ous c i rc l e.
I Wittgenstein, op. cit , supra, 6.2322.
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intuited, whereas (z) is an admission that intuition rather
than expression is necessary to understand how " red "
occurs in propositions. In either case " ' Red' is a colourword " becomes a pseudoproposition, for no way of
verifying it can be given.
On Positivistic principles no syntactical proposition
asserts anything. As a consequence" The meaning of a
proposition is the method of its verification ", which itself
is a syntactical proposition, is nonsense. It is reasonable
to reject any account of meaning which is self-stultifying
and, on this ground, if no other, the Positivistic theory of
meaning should be abandoned. The logical elirnination of
metaphysicsdependson the theory of logical syntax which
I have describedhere. Since this theory fails, the assertions
of metaphysics cannot be shown to be absurd by this
method.
It might be urged as a reply to the foregoing criticism
that there are two kinds of nonsense. First there is the
nonsensewhich results from the use of words which have
no meaningat all, or of words which have a meaningin some
contexts but not in the one in which they are used in the
nonsensicalcase in question. Then there is the nonsense
which results from the attempt to say what can only be
shown. The iatter is important nonsensein so far as crude
verbal attempts of this kind may orient us so that we can
seethe inexpressible.This is, I think, an evasionof the issue.
If there are two kinds of nonsenseit must be possible
discursiuely to distinguish them by pointing out what
differencesexist between them. Ex hypothesithis is out of
the question. If a sentenceis nonsenseit is impossibleto
say anything about it ; consequentlyit is impossibleto say
wherein two different nonsensesdiffer. This is reinforcedby
the fact that we cannot, on Wittgenstein'sprinciples,express
any significant sentenceabout " the senseof propositions" ;
afortiori, it would be impossibleto say anything significant
about " nonsense".
Thus, within the very limits set by this theory of logical
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syntax, intolerable contradictions and other fallacies occur
which render it unacceptable. There is, as I have pointed
out in Part II (ChaptersII and III), another diffrculty which
lics outside these limits, but is, nevertheless,important.
'l'he Positivistic criterion of meaningincludesall prescriptive
formule and all theory in the realm of pseudopropositions.
'l-hereis no possibility of verifying a direction or command.
Sentencesexpressingdirections and commandsare meaninglcss. Ethical principles and directions in scientific manuals
lrre thus kinds of nonsense. Theories are groups of
propositional functions (usually axiomatically arranged).
'lhere is no possibility of verifying a propositional function.
'l'herefore,theories are nonsense. I am sure that Positivists
are not prepared to admit quite all of this.l Nevertheless,
a consistent adherenceto the criterion of meaning entails
the elimination of prescriptions, theories, and other indispcnsabledevices of scienceand practice. This, then, is a
further count against the method of LogicalTositivism.
It is now clear that Logical Positivism cannot eliminate
metaphysicswithout destroying itself, and that it cannot
cstablishthe logical foundationsof sciencewithout alteration
of the principles absolutely essentialto its teaching.
However, even if it is assumed that Positivism could
somehowsurvive all these objections, certain consequences
of its criterion of meaning constitute a permanent barrier
to the establishmentof the foundations of science. I shall
irssume,for the sake of argument, that the elimination of
rnctaphysicshas been accomplishedsuccessfullyby meansof
llrc criterion of meaning. I shall then show that this
criterion leadsto a result which is wholly inimical to science.
'l'his demands a special chapter.
I See ho*'ever, Karl Popper's communication to Eyhenntnis (Bd.
iii,
1r1r.426-7), and his Logih der Forschung, Wien, 1935, in which the same
is forcibly argued.
_1,oint

